Dear Friends of Roger Bacon,

The gift of a Franciscan education is priceless – a lifetime treasure. For the past 89 years, Roger Bacon High School has been dedicated to its mission of developing “the hearts, minds, and bodies of its young men and women in a caring and challenging environment.” Through the rigor of academic coursework, the athletic and artistic opportunities, and the influence from the Franciscan values of “holiness and learning, self-discipline and compassion,” Roger Bacon graduates are prepared to enter the workforce, military, the collegiate world, or vocation equipped to do well and serve others.

The cost to ready our students for the future is not priceless. The price is quite real and is only affordable for many students because of our generous benefactors. You are truly investing in the future with your support of Roger Bacon High School. Thank you!

Tom Burke
President

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Rick Mouty ’81 - Chair        Deacon Matt Skinner ’83 - Secretary
Tim Ballinger ’71             Rick Howard ’69
Matt Hagen ’80                Fr. Pat McCloskey, OFM
Deacon John Homoelle ’69      Sue Palermo
Fr. Ric Schneider, OFM
Mike Stoll ’70
Julie Whitehead ’85
Philanthropic Giving
TO ROGER BACON HIGH SCHOOL

IN ORDER TO “FILL” THE FUNDING GAP, ROGER BACON MUST SEEK PHILANTHROPIC SUPPORT. SEVERAL AVENUES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PHILANTHROPIC GIVING:

ANNUAL GIVING – The sole purpose of annual giving is to support the annual operating budget so Roger Bacon High School can function within a balanced budget. The Annual Fund Drive consists of several mailings with a response envelope. Additionally, the Evening for Excellence auction, the STAG and all smaller fundraising initiatives are held by clubs and teams during the year to support various areas within the operating budget. With a successful annual giving program, Catholic schools, like Roger Bacon High School, are able to meet their financial obligations necessary to remain a school.

MAJOR GIFTS – The purpose of major gifts is to fund capital needs and is identified by the amount, usually $10,000 or more in one year. Major gifts are traditionally sought during a capital campaign or special funding initiatives. Without a successful major gifts program and/or capital campaign, Catholic schools, like Roger Bacon High School, could not address their ever-present capital improvement needs. This would impact their ability to offer the best education possible and to compete effectively for students and for faculty in today’s demanding and competitive world of secondary education.

PLANNED GIVING – A planned gift is any major gift, made in lifetime or at death as part of a donor’s overall financial and/or estate planning. The two primary types of planned gifts are:
• Gifts that return income or other financial benefits to the donor in return for the contribution; and,
• Gifts payable upon the donor’s death – inclusion in the donor’s will.

Planned gifts are a critical component of the financial future of the school and must be included in the school’s overall development strategy. Please advise Roger Bacon’s Advancement Office if you have included Roger Bacon in your will or with another planned gift.

ENDOWMENT – The Endowment Fund is an important investment, necessary to live our mission and promote long-term stability. Endowment gifts can be made as a planned gift or a named scholarship. One of Roger Bacon’s goals is to grow our endowment to a level that will ensure the future of Roger Bacon High School for generations to come.

It is with sincere gratitude that Roger Bacon High School acknowledges the generosity of alumnae, parents, friends, corporations, foundations, and businesses who have invested in the school during the 2016-2017 fiscal year. The listings herein represent gifts received from July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017 and recognizes the combined totals of the Annual Fund, Day of Giving, Evening for Excellence, STAG, Golf Outing, Endowed Scholarships, Gifts in Kind, Memorial Gifts, Honor Gifts, and Grants. The generosity of our benefactors will assure quality Franciscan education at Roger Bacon, which is guided by the Catholic Faith and the values of St. Francis of Assisi.

Although great care was taken in preparation of this list, mistakes are occasionally made. If an error has been made, please accept our apologies and notify the Roger Bacon Advancement Office at (513) 641-1313 or by email at Whill@RogerBacon.org.

Thank you for supporting Franciscan education at Roger Bacon High School!
**Spirit of St. Francis Society $25,000 or MORE**

THE ANNUAL REPORT ACKNOWLEDGES CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN JULY 1, 2016 & JUNE 30, 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>† Clifford Coors</td>
<td>Donald LaRosa</td>
<td>David Siebenburgen</td>
<td>Western and Southern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Dauwe</td>
<td>Julia Neumann</td>
<td>Andrew Tepe</td>
<td>Financial Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Dineen</td>
<td>Kenneth Pitcher</td>
<td>† Harry &amp; Anna Tepe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Tepe Knodle</td>
<td>Doris Fey Schmaltz</td>
<td>The George Hubert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Family, LLC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Friar's Circle $5,000 to $24,999**

THE ANNUAL REPORT ACKNOWLEDGES CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN JULY 1, 2016 & JUNE 30, 2017

**DIAMOND $15,000 - $24,999**

- David Foley
- Lawrence Klosterkemper
- Charles Schwegman

**GOLD $10,000 - $14,999**

- Anonymous
- Frank Auciello
- Bernice Schmalz Bishop
- John Breyer
- William Budde
- David Clark
- Joseph Dattilo
- Lori Thamann Dattilo
- Dennis Doyle
- Thomas Fogarty
- Richard Harmeyer
- Jeff Jones
- Christine Luken Morsch
- Donald Morsch
- Marian Eschmeyer Niehaus
- Richard Niehaus
- Donald Roettele
- Dennis Sauer

**SILVER $5,000 - $9,999**

- Susan Hess Bacevich
- Richard Blum
- Gary Brichler
- Christian Brinkman
- Janet Eckart
- Jerome Foley
- Edward Gangloff
- Allen Gerth
- Laura Glassmeyer Hagen
- Matthew Hagen
- Al Humbert
- Richard Kern
- Thomas Kreienbaum
- Ned Lautenbach

**Roger Bacon Society $2,500 to $4,999**

THE ANNUAL REPORT ACKNOWLEDGES CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED BETWEEN JULY 1, 2016 & JUNE 30, 2017

- Thomas Alverson
- Esther Bauer Boehm
- Eric Bostick
- James Brigger
- Thomas Burke
- Gregory Cartuyvelles
- Joseph Chaulk
- James Clark
- Kathi Santoro Clark
- Richard Clarke
- Timothy Coogan
- Thomas Esenbock
- John Esselman
- Frank Fellerhoff
- John Flanagan
- J. Mike Gilkey
- David Goan
- Robert Hartlaub
- James Kalla
- John Kidwell
- William Klus
- Louis Krue
- Carolyn Kreienbaum McMahon
- George McMahon
- Dolores Geers Rumpke
- Robert Rumpke
- Carole Loescher Ruschulte
- Robert Schell
- Cheryl Lyons Schildmeyer
- David Schildmeyer
- Rick Sollmann
- Barry Staley
- Bruce Staley
- Paul Staubach
- William Woerman
- Louis Woycke
The annual report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2016 & June 30, 2017.

Spartan Society $500 to $2,499

David Abs
Alexander Albrinck
Kenneth Allison
Roger Bacon Alumni Assoc
Kathy Loudin Anneken
Steven Anneken
Anonymous
Richard Arszman
Jane Sarkstede Austing
Lawrence Austing
Patricia Geisel Babey
Allison Gross Baker
Karen Leonhardt Brothers
Patricia Geisel Babey
Robert Breitenstein
Lawrence Austing
Investment Advisors
Jerome Fuhr
Charles Furlong
Peggy Lamb Gamble
J. Michael Geers
Christine Meiners
Geopipinger
Raymond Geopipinger
Rudy Gerbus
Anthony Gertz
Stephen Glaser
Teri Buerman Glaser
Lyle Glazier
Todd Goedde
Gary Goldschmidt
Thomas Goldschmidt
Michael Grause
James Grote
Patricia Slattery Grote
Timothy Haller
Jerome Harmeyer
Dale Harnishfeger
Thomas Hattersley
Carl Hattler
Robert Hauck
William Hausfeld
Anne Nunre Heidt
† Fred Hendryx
John Herbst
John Hetteberg
Wanda Hill
John Hodapp
Marianne Feldmann
Hodapp
Christopher Hoffer
Scott Holmes
Michael Holtzeiter
Terri Hoopes
Greg Mortemiller
Robert Huhn
James Humbert
James Hunter
Richard Hunter
Thomas Hurst
Gregory Jarvis
Phil Juers
Robert Jasper
Roni Sherman Jasper
John Jennenwein
John Johnson
Thomas Joseph
Andrew Kalb
Barbara Moeller Kalb
Barry Kalb
Jeffrey Kalb
Marlene Herrmann Kalb
August Kampfus
David Kampfus
Sue Schrard Kathman
Thomas Kathman
Michael Kenniff
Donald Kleiniger
Thomas Kraemer
Gregory Kremm
† Richard Krue
Vincent Lambers
Robert Lammert
Thomas Lammert
Dennis Lauck
Michael Laux
Betty Eppinghoff Lehn
Russell Lehn
† Kerry Leonhardt
C. Michael Linder
Raymond Linebach
Ruth Pahren Linebach
Richard Lukcn
Ronald Lukcn
Dulles Markes
Charles Martini
George Mayer
Ann Stark McCarthy
Robert McGeorge
Anne McKinney
Robert Meade
Donna Kathman McKeel
Carol Armbruster Meehan
Sally Kelsey Merkle
Samuel Merkle
Thomas Merkle
David Meyer
Janet Meyer
Daniel Miller
Albert Moeller
Sheila Rudy Moeller
Herman Mollman
Joseph Mollman
Carolyn Mackel Molloy
Earl Molloy
Michael Morelli
Thomas Moser
Jennifer Holden Mouty
Richard Mouty
Timothy Muldoon
John Murray
Kevin Murray
Cheryl Carrell Mushaben
David Mushaben
Gerald Mushaben
Kimberly Lorenz Navaro
Richard Neyer
Anthony Nickert
Regina Niebel
Steven Niehoff
John Nieman
Edward Nies
Donna Niesen
Frank Niesen
Jean Benjamin Niesen
† C. Edward Noe
Christopher North
Anthony Novello
Russel Obermeyer
Joseph O'Donnell
Gerald Palermo
Joseph Palermo
Paula Weyer Parsons
Robert Pfitzrer
Mark Piepmeyer
John Pohlikamp
Proactive Consulting Ser.
James Pulskamp
Mary Sullivan Pulskamp
Kenneth Radziwon
Joseph Rees
John Rehling
Mary Frances Rogers
William Roll
Ann Rowlung
Frank Ruggerie
Bernard Rumpke
Elizabeth Calder Rumpke
John Rumpke
Edward Runnebaum
John Ruschulte
Marcia Logsdon Ruwe
Robert Ruwe
William Sander
Steve Schad
Teri Schad
Dianne Bauer Schaefer
Gregory Schildmeyer
† Daniel Schachter
Joseph Schlosser
James Schmalz
Carol Wesseler Schmidt
Frank Schmidt
Janet Heitkamp Schneider
Kenneth Schneider
Thomas Schneider
Robert Schnelle
Ronald Schnelle
Gerald Schoettmer
Kristine Kowalski
Schoettmer
Joan Berling Schraml
Marc Shulkers
Nicholas Shulkers
Mary Schweitzer
Robert Seigle
Ronald Seigle
Joseph Setta
Ronald Sexton
Timothy Sexton
Jen Singer
Matthew Skinner
Joanne Doppes Smith
Robert Smith
Nicholas Snider
Province of St. John
the Baptist
Robert Staab
Gregory Staley
Judith Stafford
James Stanten
Sheila Reynolds Stanton
Daniel Stark
Kathy Stegman Stark
Robert Stephens
William Stoeppel
Elizabth Rusche Stoll
Michael Stoll
Sweeney Assoc. Agency Inc
Taft, Stettinus & Hollister, LLP
Maureen Pfeiffer Taylor
Edward Tenkman
The Underground Detective
Richard Witte Theis
Mark Thomas
Marvin Tibbets
TKBJ Inc. Si and Kim Rose
David Tobergte
Gerald Tonges
Michael Trimbach
USL Insurance
Donald Vieth
Jeffrey Vorholt
Stanley Wagner
Mary Anne Horst Weber
John Wellng
† Gerald Weiss
Daniel Westerbeck
David Westerbeck
Paul Westrich
Raymond Westrich
John Wiener
Joseph Wolke
Douglas Woltermann
Jody Ball Wright
Dennis Yockey
Lynn Yockey
Ken Young
Thomas Zeigp
Ronald Zins
Dorothy Seiter Zito
Elizabeth Zureick
Leo Zureick
Thomas Zureick

† Deceased
The annual report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2016 & June 30, 2017.
Honor Roll of Donors

Mary Hoffmann
Mel Hoffmann
Michael Hoffmann
George Hoffmann
Sandra Santel Hoffmann
Theodore Hoffmann
Maureen Schwab
Hohnhorst
Christopher Hollmann
Joseph Hollmann
Judith Horn Holter
Dennis Holterman
Andrew Holthus
Jerome Holthaus
Linda Froning Holthaus
Philip Holthaus
Richard Holthaus
Ruth Holthaus
Daniel Holzleiter
Diane Stritholt Homoeolle
John Homoeolle
Donald Hooper
Alma Wolf Hopkins
Thomas Hosty
Margaret Huber
Michele Bedinghaus Huber
Timothy Huber
Alvin Hudepohl
Nancy Stich Huffnner
Lawrence Humbert
Marlene Nies Humbert
Robert Hungler
Richard Hunt
Charlotte Thomas Hunter
Guy Huxel
Kevin Huxel
Charles James
Stephen Iding
Michael Illing
William Ingersoll
Christopher Isfort
George Isfort
Helena Schnittert Isfort
Robert Isfort
Stephen Jackson
George Jacquemin
† James Jaeger
Clarie Seuberling Jahngien
Ann Rengering James
Michael Jansen
Gary Janson
Glen Janson
David Jasper
William Jett
Charles Johansing
Fred Johnhansing
Thomas Johnhansing
James Johns
William Johns
Dennis Johnson
John Johnson
David Jones
James Jones
Rita Hart Jones
Scott Jud
† Robert Jungkunz
Edwin Junker
Mary Kief Kaiser
Cary Alffin Kane
Brian Kasselmann
Christopher Kasselmann
Mary Ann Kasselmann
Thomas Kasselmann
James Katsaounis
William Katz
Martin Kearns
Donald Kellar
William Kelley
Joyce Carucci Kelly
Judith Scheeler Kelly
Mel Kemme
Ruth Boehm Kenkel
Richard Kern
John Kerth
Elizabeth Kessler
Kenneth Kesterson
James Kiefer
Joseph Kiefer
Theresa Kief
John King
Nancy Seige King
Theresa Kyes King
Linda Reichert Kinsler
Rita Gertz Kirkwood
Robert Kispert
† Edward Kist
Jeroen Kistner
Kathy Barnes Kistner
Kenneth Kistner
Jeremy Kiefes
Mark Kleinman
Louis Krueger
Kleinwachtcher
Marta Krzyna
Dolores Scheidler Klett
Alvin Kling
Patricia Stevens
Klosterman
James Klus
Kenneth Klus
Richard Klus
David Knecht
Francis Knecht
Jack Knecht
Joan Elfers Knecht
Dona Kollopy
Kneip-Leinen
Bruce Knolle
Lois Sparks Knolle
Louis Knolle
Kenneth Knollman
Ronald Knollman
Gregg Knuhe
Michelle Donnelly Knuhe
Mary Jane Arnott Knuven
Charles Koch
James Koch
Terry Koebe
Tom Koebe
David Koenig
Mary Kelly Koenig
Merle Ann Koenig
Philip Koenig
Thomas Koenig
Gary Koettel
Jose Van Praag Koettel
Michael Kohus
Dennis Komb credible
Mary Kay Low Kombrinck
Marilyn Meyer Konkoly
Henry Korb
Ronald Korb
James Koren
Patricia Sullivan Koren
Mark Korte
Michael Korte
Carole Slone Koss
Andrew Kraemer
Harry Kramer
Ronald Kramer
Emile Merz Krans
Shirley Bick Kraus
Andrew Kreideweis
Dolores Huy Krekelor
Lothar Kreppel
Robert Kreyenhagen
James Kriemser
Ludmila Armbruster
Krismer
R. Bryan Kroeger
Richard Kroner
Thomas Kroner
Roger Krummen
Michael Krzyzewelk
Patricia Meister Kuderer
Thomas Kugeler
John Kuhlenberg
Jeffrey Kuhlen
E. Edward Kuhn
Nancy Pratt Kuhns
George Kunkel
Doris Kuzler
John LaRosa
Diane Laake
Carl Labmeier
Verna Witzman Lakes
Thomas Lamarr
Joseph Lambert
Michael Lambert
James Lammert
M. Edward Land
Margaret Huy Lampe
Reinhard Lamp
Frederick Landenwitz
Evelyn Rollinger Landrigan
Betty Lou Smithers Landy
David Lang
Estelle Ober Lange
Robert Lange
Carl Langendorfer
James Lantham
David Laub
† James Laub
Michael Lavanier
Timothy Leigh
Christopher Lennik
Robert Lemmink
Earl Leonardt
Mark Leonardt
Pamela Calder Leonardt
Dennis Leppert
Carolyn Kuvatich Lerch
Joseph Leta
Douglas LeVasseur
Michael Liber
† Mary Jo Kempe Liber
Carol Weisbrod
Lichtenberg
James Lichtenberg
Carl Lienhart
Patricia Flynn Lienhart
Richard Lightfield
Donald Lindeman
John Lindeman
Rosemarie Klefas Lindsey
Fried Link
John Linton
Linda Janning Linton
Gordon Linsz
Donna Schapphach
Lippincott
Bernadette Noonan
Listerhorm
Frank Listerhorm
Ralph Listern
Janice Brueggemeier
Ludwig
David Ludwig
Mary Ann Baringhaus
Luebbering
Genevieve Barkocy
Luensman
Steven Luensman
Jack Luhrman
Beth Luken
Lawrence Luken
Roger Luken
Elizabeth Schmolt Ludheck
Mary Donnellen Luzt
Ronald Lynch
Terry Lyons
Robert Lysaght
E. John Macht
Denis Maddock
Michael Madill
Susan Calvin Maguire
Mari Ludwick
Maher
John Mahlennkamp
Michael Mahlennkamp
Arthur Maines
R. Lee Mairose
Kenneth Maltray
Robert Marchant
Ronald Marconet
Charlene Bonno Margeson
Mark Margeson
Timothy Margeson
John Mariager
Sandor Goldschmidt
Marschner
Eileen Kistner Massarella
Sandy Cole Masters
John Matre
Robert Matsik
Kenneth Matusch
Mary Lynn Hinnenkamp
Maybore
Timothy Mayer
Mark McAllister
Dennis McBreen
Charles McCafferty
† Evelyn Ryan McCafferty
Lucille Haarmann
McCaffrey
Fr. Patrick McCloskey, OFM
Elaine Kemper McCluskey
Michael McCluskey
Sean McCoy
† Daniel McCullough
Stephen McDavid
Aaron McDonald
Thomas McDonough
Mary Kistner McGinnis
Michael McGowan
Patrick McGowan
Betty Wachter McHenry
Eileen Glaser McGahon
Terry Mahonan
Howard Manhams
Gerald McMurtry
Kurt Mehchy
Robert Meinerding
George Meiners
Marilyn Wunnenmann
McKee
Richard Menner
Audrey Mertens Merritt
Sharon Merrill
Jerome Mershon
Lori Merz
Patricia Merz
Richard Merz
† Katherine Maryet Merz
L. Daniel Metz
Ronald Metzler
Burton Meyer
Donald Meyer
Gery Meyer
Grace Bambiek Meyer
Mark Meyer
Michael Meyer
Raymond Meyer
Vince Meyer
William Meyer
Lisa Michaels
Charles Michael
James Michel
Catherine Albonetti Michels
William Michnowicz
Scott Middendorf
John Milazzo
James Miller
Joan Coors Miller
Linda Fago Miller
William Miller
James Mitsch
Mary Keeton Mitsch
CLASS OF 1933
Richard Blum

CLASS OF 1935
Dolores Siefert Herbe

CLASS OF 1936
Jerome Fuhr

CLASS OF 1937
Ralph Schultz

CLASS OF 1938
Joseph Castelli

CLASS OF 1939
† Clifford Coors
Edward Runnebaum

CLASS OF 1940
Mary Ellen Bangert Beumer
Mary Boehm
Lawrence Goeft
Ruth Mary Curtis Sullivan
Charles Toelke

CLASS OF 1941
Robert Burke
† Charles Gribi
† Ruth Abell Wallenhorst
Ruth Moening Wittkora

CLASS OF 1942
Frank Auciello
Lawrence Austing
Alberta Vormor Bretnitz
Paul Ernst
David Folz
M. Gloria Gallagher
† Richard Kruse
Ralph Lucas
† Evelyn Ryan McCafferty
Howard McManus
Regina Nieb

CLASS OF 1943
Jane Sacksteder Austing
Paul Blom
William Busch
Elizabeth Graman Dattilio
Alice Weber Dudley
Paul Emmerich
Albert Finke Foltzer
Alice Boehm Gallina
† Lawrence Geiger
Raymond Herzog
Vincent Lambers
Eileen Glaser McMahon
Marian Rentrop
Norine Gibbons Rieder
Harry & Anna Tepe
† James Tobler
Jack Ulm
Norbert Weisbrod

CLASS OF 1944
Donald Baechle
William Bates
John Corcoran
Marian Feller Evers
 Ruth Willke Folz
Martha Giver Hagen
Anne Nurre Heidt
Robert Lange
James Lowry
Richard Menner
† Joseph Perry
Paul Rebel
Raymond Schnur

CLASS OF 1945
Virginia Ambrosiano
Richard Burke
Lester Hauser
Robert Hermann
Henry Korb
Estelle Ober Lange
Gerald Mushaben
Richard Newman
Richard Reardon
Ruth Geers Rice
Marilyn Cisko Sheeran
John Staudigel
Grace Zureick Suer
† Thomas Sweeney
Mary Jane Fey Ulm
Clare Kleingers Wissel

CLASS OF 1946
Patricia Ballard
Rose Butz Biederman
Mary Ann Garmann Blom
Raymond Brokamp
Dolores Ochs Dolan
Ruth Boehm Kenkel
Mary Kelly Koenig
Verna Witzmann Lakes
† Katherine Maryet Merz
Rita Moran
† Daniel Schlachter
Ralph Schlueter
Gerard Seissiger
† Robert Stark
Joseph Tonnis
Maryln Hartman Volk
Clara Blom Weisbrod

CLASS OF 1947
Robert Dineen
Glady Sattler
Droppelman
Lawrence Fehenbach
Richard Kern
Donald Kleingers

CLASS OF 1948
Nicholas Ambrosiano
James Ankenbauer
Donald Dickinson
Richard Dorn
James Dorr
Louis Flamm
Paul Forney
Thomas Frey
Thomas Froehle
Donald Fuerbacher
George Gandorf
Harold Gohs
Mary Ann Wuestefeld Gohs
Jack Gustin
Herbert Haverland
Jeanette Fago Hildebrandt
Joseph Hollmann
James Johns
Edwin Junker
Lois Sparks Knolle
Louis Knolle
Donald LaRosa
Robert Lammert
Carolyn Kuwatch Lerch
Anthony Nickert
Joseph O'Donnell
Catherine Hardewig Reed
Carl Rosenbauer
Janet Witzmann Roth
Dolores Geers Rumpke
Evelyn Hanko Saffin
John Sagel
Donald Schweitzer
Joseph Stein
Joseph Zistler

CLASS OF 1949
Edward Arnulf
Richard Austing
Donald Beck
Leonard Benedict
† Frank Bening
Charles Conant
Frank Costa
Rosella Doepker
Frank Fellerhoff
Vera Dellerman Fleshman
Mary Jo Schwetschenau
Gruenwald
Anita Suer Hartman
Nancy Stich Huffner
Caryl Alfkin Kane
Rita Gertz Kirkwood
Alvin Kling
Joan Elfers Knecht
John Maringer
Thomas McDonough
Burton Meyer
John Mueller
Paul Ohe
Rosemary Ludwig Oling
Bernard Pellman
Richard Pohlkamp
John Rehling
Richard Sander
Joseph Santoro
Francis Scholle
Carol Kleingers Schwieter
Petar Scianmanna
William Stegeman
Doris Volkeding Stritholdt
John Theis
Mary Schrauder Wallenhorst
Mary Ann Horst Weber
Stanley Wellbrock
James Wood

CLASS OF 1950
LaVerne Pohlman
Austenmoore
Robert Blesi
Geraldine Sullivan Boehm
Donald Fahrenkamp
Edward Gangloff
James Gibbons
Nicholas Hoesl
Donald Koller
Patricia Stevens Klosterman
Merle Ann Koenig
Ronald Kramer
Shirley Bick Kraus
James Lichtenberg
Lucile Haarmann McCaffrey
Robert McGeorge
Vince Meyer
Earl Molloy
Mary Ann Koenig Mullucey
Gerald Mulvihill
Frank Nieman
Ann Reusch O'Connor
Ronald Rappoport
Charlotte Lohmueller
Reinhold
Mary Hoffmann Rourke
Juliana Wallenhorst Sanders
Edwin Schmalz
Joan Berling Schraml
Nancy Moore Storey
Fred Zistler

CLASS OF 1951
Ronald Arnheim
Allen Barrow
Jean McGuff Blasiar
William Bross
Patricia Doerger
Mary Jane Stark Esposto
Mary Ann Rehling Flamm
Bernard Giesler
Carl Heilmann
Alvin Hudsonoh
Lawrence Humbert
Dolores Huy Krekel
James Krismen
Doris Kusler
William Lammert
Eileen Kistner Massarella
Robert Meineding
Marlyn Wuemmann
Meinking
Grace Bamebc Meyer
Bernard Newman
Raymond Nimclng
† Fred Overbeck
Jeanne Beck Pick
Jean Rom
Betty Richter Strotman
Joan Carroll Tasset
Thomas Tasset
Paul Toberge
Mary Pahren Trischler
Eugene Turner
John Willenborn

CLASS OF 1952
Irla Vogt Albanese
Mary Backus
Grace Smile Beck
Jean Beiting
Patricia Morrissey Blesi
Esther Bauer Boehm
Mary Ann Rolles Bross
Austin Chapman
Stanley Dahlman
G. Donald Doppes
Thomas Fogarty
Donald Glaser
† John Groh
Edith Laux Keuneisen
Carl Hattler
Karl Hauck
William Hauser
Margaret Huber
William Kelley
† Daniel Locaputo
George McMahan
Raymond Meyer
Catherine Albometti Michel
Marie Mechel Peck

The Annual Report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2006 & June 30, 2007.
The Annual Report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2016 & June 30, 2017.
The Annual Report acknowledges contributions received between July 1, 2016 & June 30, 2017.
CLASS OF 1969
Jo Ann Norton Ballinger
Edward Brunner
Thomas Burke
Michael Burns
Susan Coleman Burns
Gail Rakel Campbell
Robert Coogan
Linda Kelsey Corcoran
Sue Timmerman Crosby
James Dahmann
Timothy Dvorak
Raymond Fossaluzza
Thomas Fullen
J. Mike Gilkey
Gary Glazier
David Goan
John Harmeyer
Michael Hauser
Joseph Hinnenkamp
Theresa Sundrup Hoepner
Denis Hoffmann
Diane Stritttholt Homoeolle
John Homoeolle
Stephen Iding
Gregory Jarvis
Barry Kalb
Thomas Kasselmann
Martha Klems
Michael Kohn
George Kunkel
Evelyn Rollinger Landigran
Timothy Leigh
Gilbert Linz
Mark Logeman
Michael Mahlenkamp
Mark Meyer
James Niebling
C. Edward Noe
Joseph Rahm

CLASS OF 1970
Frank Abell
Roger Stritholt Bedinghaus
Nancy Brodbeck
Gail Broermann Brunner
Timothy Bunch
Douglas Burks
Charlene Cecardo Clark
David Clark
Joseph Dattilo
David Denterlein
Wm. Charles Deters
Joseph Emming
Louis Eyman
Thomas Federle
Jerome Foley
Patricia Gilkey Frey
Kathleen Bishop Grant
Donna McCarthy Hellmann
Robert Helms
Ralph Henke
Michael Holtzleiter
Elizabeth Kessler
Robert Marchant
John Milazzo
Linda Fago Miller
Cindy Blind Moorhead
Cynthia Conrad Morrison
Gary Neumann
Jane Niehaus
Paul Niehaus
Christopher Noe
John Pumple
David Rapien
Norma Rumpke Rapien
Robert Rath
Peggy Leonhardt Remke
Michael Sanzere
Ronald Schnelle
Sandy Lakes Schrenk
Mary Lou Sundrup Slattery
Carol Gannon Stalio
Kathy Stegman Stark
Michael Stoll
John Uhrig
Kimberly Baer Walk

CLASS OF 1971
Kenneth Allison
Timothy Ballinger
Robert Bannister
Cindi Stritholt Bedinghaus
Herbert Blackburn
Theresa Albanease Brecht
Nancy McCullough Brecht
Ralph Brefol
Sandy Schad Bushelman
Wayne Carucci
Phyllis Klens Collord
James Cooper
Catherine Couchene Dreier
Stephen Dunphy
Richard Eversman
Fred Evald
Frank Gallina
Michael Geiger
Stephen Glaser
Teri Buerman Glaser
Jeanne Hines Harjo
Jeremy Herbe
Michael Hetteberg
Stephen Jackson
Robert Jasper
James Kiefer
Kathy Barnes Kistner
Kenneth Kistner
Ronald Lynch
John Matre
Mark McAllister
Gery Meyer
Russell Obermeyer
Carol Hoog Richter
Thomas Siebel
Stephen Singer
Gregory Smith
Richard Sparer
Timothy Sullivan
Richard Swope
Charles Vonhaar
Jeffrey Vorholt
Frederich Wagner
David Waters
Donald Webb
E. Randall Weinert
John Welling
Leo Zureick

CLASS OF 1972
Albert Bailey
Joseph Balzer
Eric Bostick
William Bross
Linda Hampel Brown
Donald Burbink
Gregory Buschmann
Glenda Gade Carota
Michael Cooper
Lori Thamann Dattilo
Regina Rollinger Delay
Paula Haeflue Dziech
Robert Ebbeler
Kathy Bracken Eby
Debbie Kathman Ewald
Patricia Day Fossaluzza
Carol Deutsch Galler
Annette Hartmann Geiger
Lynn Moriarty Hammersmith
Janice Emming Harding
Carol Brodbeck
Hinnenkamp
John Hodapp
Jerome Holthaus
Linda Froning Holthaus
Daniel Holtzleiter
Timothy Huber
Tonia Shermam Jasper
Mary Ann Kasssleman
Stephen McDavis
Joan Coors Miller
Timothy Muldoon
Steven Oberjohann
D. Mark Oellrich
Mark Piepmeier
Robert Reckers
Catherine Kelsey Reeve
Robert Rowekamp
Elizabeth Calder Rumpke
John Rumpke
Richard Schottmier
Denise Gardonio
Sebastiano
Joanne Doppes Smith
Robert Smith
Jerome Spohr
Barry Stalsey
Bruce Stalsey
Roselyn Flagg Stark
Michael Tribbe
Mark Wietmarschen
Rita Nierich Wietmarschen
Kevin Wlkerson

CLASS OF 1973
Gregory Benkert
Roger Boose
Thomas Brausch
Joseph Burke
Patrick Burke
John Ceddia
C. Gregory Cobb
Ray Eckes
Michael Emming
Timothy Geiger
Louis Giordullo
Lyle Glazier
Richard Hahn
Kevin Hampel

William Hausfeld
John Herrmann
Maranne Feldmann
Hodapp
Mary Hofmann
Thomas Hosty
Paul Jasper
Thomas Joseph
Michael Korte
David Laub
Mary Kistner McGinnis
Linda Niesen Osborn
Kenneth Powell
William Rath
Edward Ratterman
Tori Schad
David Schaefer
Mark Schulenberg
Joseph Seta
Timothy Sexton
Robert Stiens
Jo Ann Todd Tonnis
Stephen Tonnis
Thomas Trainor
Lisa Treinen
John Wiener

CLASS OF 1974
Kathy Doppes Ballinger
Nancy Schaubp Bock
John Boehm
James Czedda
Joseph Chaulk
John Church
Nancy Zilch Church
Joseph Connolly
Anthony DeGiuseppi
Ronald Ehler
Patrick Findley
Mark Frentos
Terry Godby
Kevin Huxel
Jeff Jones
Barbara Moeller Kalb
David Kamphaus
David Koenig
Barbara Kistner Kistner
Mark Piepmeier
Robert Sparer
Timothy Sullivan
Richard Swope
Charles Vonhaar
Jeffrey Vorholt
Frederich Wagner
David Waters
Robert Smith
Jerome Spohr
Barry Stalsey
Bruce Stalsey
Roselyn Flagg Stark
Michael Tribbe
Mark Wietmarschen
Rita Nierich Wietmarschen
Kevin Wlkerson
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Scholarship/Educational Funds & Endowments

Roger Bacon High School is proud to recognize all the families, individual alumni and friends of the established and growing number of scholarships and funds that are need to continue the “Mission Statement of Roger Bacon”. Please contact the Advancement Office 513.641.1313 if you would like to establish a scholarship/education fund.

- Academic Scholarship
- Vincent Kathman/Roger Bacon Alumni Association Scholarship
- Band Scholarship
- The Dan Blaut Scholarship Fund
- Bill Carey Academic Scholarship

- Karen Carns Foundation Tuition Assistance Scholarship Program
- Earth Angel Fund
- Fr. Andrew Fox O.F.M. Leadership Scholarship
- The Klosterkemper Family Scholarship

- The Ludwig Scholarship Fund (Laufenbach Family Foundation)
- The Michael Mudersbach Memorial Scholarship Fund
- The Herm Nintemann Scholarship Fund
- Oldenburg Carmen de Barros Scholarship
- Oldenburg Sr. Francesca Thompson Scholarship Fund

- Presidential Scholarship
- Principal’s Award
- Nicholas M. Rieder Academic Scholarship
- Cary Schawe Scholarship

- Spartan Achievement Scholarship (Paula Parsons Scholarship Fund)
- The Sunrise Scholarship Fund
- Angeline E. Ulring Academic Scholarship
- The Rita Clark Scholarship Fund

- The Timothy J. Schmalzt Memorial Scholarship
- Ron and Mary Apke Scholarship Fund
- The Bron Bacevich Family Memorial Scholarship

- The John and Joyce Berning Endowed Scholarship Fund
- The Jim Besl Scholarship Fund

- The Thomas and Bernice Bishop Endowed Scholarship Fund
- The Richard J. Blum Fund at Roger Bacon

- Frs. Bok Scholarship
- The Bigger Family Scholarship Fund
- The Class of 1952 Scholarship Fund
- The Class of 1953 Scholarship Fund
- The Class of 1955 Scholarship Fund

- The Class of 1956 RB & OLA Scholarship Fund
- The Class of 1957 Scholarship Fund
- The Class of 1958 Scholarship Fund

- The Class of 1959 Scholarship Fund
- The Class of 1960 Scholarship Fund
- The Class of 1963 Scholarship Fund

- The James Collins Memorial Scholarship Fund
- The Joe Corcoran Memorial Scholarship Fund

- The Clifford R. and Betty J. Dannenfels Art Scholarship
- The Clifford R. and Betty J. Dennenfels Endowed Scholarship Fund
- The Clifford R. and Betty J. Dennenfels Capital Improvement Fund

- The Carol and Ronald A. Dauwe Fine Arts Fund
- The Linda Dodd Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Durtsch Family Fund

- The Joseph Fiorini Performing Arts Endowment Fund
- St. Francis Scholarship
- Dave Foley Scholarship Fund
- Gambino Scholarship Fund
- Robert Gannon Scholarship Fund

- The Carl and Virginia Geis Scholarship Fund
- Raymond F. Halloran ‘40 “HAP” Scholarship Fund
- Tom Harris Memorial
- Al Hock Fund
- Marlene Hoffman Memorial Fund
- Adam Hortermiller Scholarship Fund

- The Clarence & Alma Keidel Endowed Scholarship Fund
- Loretta Kemp Scholarship Fund
- Carl Hattler/Joe Kneip Scholarship Fund
- George and Eleanor Kunkel Education Fund
- The Buddy LaRosa Family Scholarship Fund
- Ron Lamb Memorial Scholarship Fund

- William F. Ledwin-Western & Southern Endowed Scholarship Fund
- Ed Meyer Scholarship Fund
- Paul “Doc” Meyer Scholarship Fund

- The Cathy F. Miltz Endowment Fund-Fr. Paschal Varrenskuhl, OFM Scholarship
- The Virginia and Audrey Mushaben Endowed Scholarship Fund
- The Michael Mudersbach Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Wes Neal Scholarship
- The Regina Nieb Charitable Gift Annuity
- The Nunlist Family Scholarship Fund

- The Jim Nunlist/Dan Schlachter Endowment Fund
- OLA Education Fund Scholarship
- Maria C. Olberding Scholarship Fund
- Amelia and Alfonso Palermo Scholarship Fund

- The John and Joyce Berning Endowed Scholarship Fund
- The Norman Pohl Endowment Fund

- Norman Pohl Fund for Faculty Enhancement
- Province of St. John the Baptist Endowment Fund
- Mary Elizabeth Rea ‘43 OLA Scholarship
- John & Ruth Rice Education Fund

- Robert Ries Scholarship Fund
- The George H. Rogers Jr. Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
- The Roettele Family Scholarship
- Alan Rusche Education Fund

- Don Schlosser Scholarship
- St. Francis of Assisi Endowed Scholarship Fund
- Janet & Kenneth J. Schneider Family Leadership Scholarship
- Wilbert Schwartz Family Scholarship Fund

- David Siebenburgen Fund
- William E. Smith Scholarship Fund
- F. Seton & Madeleine Staley Family Scholarship
- Paul & Carroll A. & Kathleen A. Staley Endowed Scholarship

- John Stroback Scholarship Fund
- The Harry and Anna Tepe Memorial Scholarship Fund
- Paul & Naomi Thomas Scholarship Fund

- The Joseph L. Trauth Family Scholarship Fund
- Ray Wagner Endowment Scholarship Fund
- Daniel J. Westerbeck Scholarship Fund

- Edward J. Westrich and Mary Alice Westrich Scholarship Fund
- The Clarence Witsken Family Endowed Scholarship Fund
- The Patrick Wolterman Endowed Memorial Scholarship Fund
- The Kyle Yearion Scholarship Fund
- Roger Zanitsch Endowed Scholarship Fund

We also have a number of people who participate in our Adopt-A-Student program.
Fr. Andrew Fox Society “Planned Giving”

The “Fox Society” was formed to help secure the future of Roger Bacon. The future is investing in the next generations of students to learn, grow and develop in the family spirit that is anchored within the Franciscan Education values.

Individuals listed below have notified Roger Bacon that we are included in their estate plans. Planning can be in the form of giving within IRA & Retirement Funds, wills, trusts, cash, annuities, real estate and life insurance. Contact your financial planner or the Roger Bacon Advancement Department (513-641-1313) at Roger Bacon for more information.

Eric E. Abell (Rick) ’59
Frank J. Aucielo ’42
Justin Auier ’47
Larry Austing ’42
Bernard Bacevich ’59
Susan Hess Bacevich ’62
† Frank H. Berning ’49
† John Berning ’48
† John Berry ’53
† Lester J. & Bonnie Besl
† Stanley Blackledge ’39
† Richard Blum Jr. ’33
Paul J. Boehm Jr. ’79
James W. Brigger ’65
Christian W. Brinkman ’59
William L. Budde ’53
† Mr. & Mrs. Charles & Lois Cobb
  Mrs. Marian B. Collins
† Mr. Paul Collins ’34
Mr. James Collins ’62
† Robert Conners ’39
Timothy E. Coogan ’79
† Clifford H. Coors ’39
Ronald A. Dauwe ’53
† Carol Morgan Dauwe ’56
† Thomas Dineen ’45
Mr. & Mrs. John C. ’60 & Nancy A. ’59 Duritsch
Steve I. Durkee ’67
† Dr. Roy & Michelle Eckart
Thomas M. Esenbock ’65
Dennis W. Farrell ’59
Thomas P. Fay ’60
Charlotte Feiertag ’49
Frank Fiore
† Frank A. Fiorini ’52
George H. Fleg ’42
David E. Foley ’65
† Anthony Gambino ’43
† Carl Geis ’32
† Joseph Gouy ’32
Michael H. Haap ’59
† Robert Hais ’38
† Raymond F. Halloran ’40
† Robert J. Hartlaub Sr. ’34
Robert M. Hauck ’57
Roger P. Hauck ’54
† William Heitzman ’39
Wanda W. Hill
† John Hoell ’35
† H. Benner Hoeper ’34
† William Hopkins ’41
† Margaret E. Horn
Daniel & Sue Huerkamp ’72
† Helen Hurm
† Hildegard Johnson
Michael D. Jordan ’63
† Paul Keidel ’42
Charles F. Kenner ’49
Lawrence Klosterkemper ’61
Richard P. Klus ’59
Thomas R. Kreienbaum ’60
Dr. Richard J. Lamping ’52
† William F. Ledwin ’55
† Jack E. Mahlenkamp ’38
Carolyn McMahon ’54
George R. McMahon ’52
Michael R. Meister ’60
† Edward J. Meyer ’42
Vince G. Meyer ’50
† Norbert J. Miller ’42
Herman H. Mollmann Jr. ’59
Dr. Michael S. & Andrea Morelli ’89
† Virginia M. Mushaben ’38
Bernard L. Naber ’56
Regina C. Nieb ’42
Joan M. Niebling ’59
Marian C. Niehaus ’56
Richard Niehaus ’56
† H. James Nunlist ’39
Jerry P Pasqualetti ’66
† Norman Pohl, Sr.
† Edwin Pundsack
† Mary Elizabeth Rea ’43
† James A. Rentrop ’39
Richard E. Retting ’68
Donald L. Rootele ’53
† George Rogers, Jr. ’47
Timothy R. Rosmarin ’86
† Edward & Ruth Sauer
† Daniel J. Schlachter ’46
Charles W. Schwemman ’67
David A. Siebenburgen ’65
† Louis S. Spadafora ’48
† Carroll A. & Kathleen A. Staley
  F. Seton Staley Jr. ’60
William F. Stoeppel ’68
John W. Strohbach
† Gayle Baker Strohbach ’49
Thomas L. Sweeney ’45
Jim Tebbe ’52
† Anna Jung Tepe ’43
† Harry T. Tepe ’43
† James E. Thines ’52
Jean C. Thines ’54
† Paul & Naomi Thomas
  John R. Toelke ’46
Thomas S. & Kathleen Turan
  William L. Vaughn ’61
† Raymond Wagner ’66
David F. Westerbeck ’63
Bruce Wietlisbach ’76
† Robert P. Wiwi ’59
Louis D. Woycke ’62
Roger H. Zanitsch ’62
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An "honor gift" is the perfect gift to that "difficult to buy for" person for birthdays or at Christmas. A gift to Roger Bacon High School in the honor of that person will not only honor the gift recipient, but will support the scholarship fund at Roger Bacon. The gift recipient will be notified by Roger Bacon’s Advancement office and the giver will receive a tax deductible letter.

On-Line Giving

You are invited to visit Roger Bacon’s website at Rogerbacon.org to view the opportunities and avenues for giving on-line. Click on "Menu" on the left side and then click “Giving” on the right side. As always, we appreciate your generous hearts and your belief in Roger Bacon High School. Thank you!